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The new frame of wellness
Minimalist lines and high levels of wellness for the Jacuzzi® 
steam and shower cabin which is the perfect synthesis 
between functionality and aesthetics. Jacuzzi® technology 
is expressed in a contemporary design, the result is a new 
concept that frames the experience of wellness as a work 
of art. Available in sizes 100x75, 120x80 and now also in the 
double module: FRAME IN2

Luxury fi ttings, minimal aesthetic
The clean lines characterise Frame which presents itself as a 
comfortable environment where you can experience all the 
functions dedicated to wellness: raindrop shower, shower 
with pulsed and sprayed water, energising cascade, shower 
in colours with preset Cromodream® cycles, steam bath and 
aromatherapy.

frame in2
frame 120
frame 100
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The fi rst shiatsu hydromassage in a shower
With Frame, Jacuzzi® inserts for the fi rst time in a shower 
enclosure the shiatsu hydromassage function, together 
with the classic vertical, back and lumbar hydromassage. 
In this way the space dedicated to wellness becomes a 
small private temple: just touch the electronic control 
panel to activate a unique experience, adaptable to the 
needs of the moment: from the search for a moment of 
relaxation to a real and deep hydrotherapy session. 

Enter into another dimension
Frame fi ts seamlessly into the surrounding space thanks to 
the large frame that embeds the shower enclosure in any type 
of environment, not necessarily that of the bathroom, and 
perfectly symbolises the passage of a hectic and stressful life 
to a universe dedicated to self-care: Frame is the gateway to 
a small multi-sensory microcosm created to enjoy intimate 
moments while immersed in colours, sounds and scents. 
The shower tray and duckboard are made from Techstone, 
the handle is made of glass for maximum cleanliness and 
transparency and 8mm full-length glass panels are equipped 
with the Crystal Clear function.
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frame in2
corner/niche/back-to-wall (LH only)
LH - RH
150 x 110 x 224h cm
design Mario Ferrarini
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TOP

Functions
Variable hydro-jets 8
Back/neck massage 4

Lumbar hydromassage 4
Shiatsu hydromassage 8

Shower Cascade (1)
Cold Shower Cascade
Raindrop shower head 2 separated

Nebulization
Programmable steam bath

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Audio system (Radio+ BT)
Touch screen display

Cromodream®

Hand held shower
Toiletry holder

Roof
Adjustable seat (black or white) 2 Removable

Duckboard (black or white)
Electronic descaling system

Alarm

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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frame 120
corner/niche
LH - RH
120 x 80 x 224h cm 
design Mario Ferrarini

white

black

wall fi nishes

TB TT TOP

Functions
Variable hydro-jets 8
Back/neck massage 4 4 4

Lumbar hydromassage 4 4 4
Shiatsu hydromassage 8 8

Shower Cascade (1)
Cold Shower Cascade
Raindrop shower head

Nebulization
Bagno-turco programmabile

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Audio system (radio+MP3/USB)
Touch screen display

Cromodream®

Hand held shower + sliding rod
Toiletry holder

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm
Adjustable seat (black or white)  removable  Integrated  Integrated

Duckboard (black or white)

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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frame 100
corner/niche
LH - RH
100 x 75 x 224h cm
design Mario Ferrarini

TB TT TOP

Functions
Variable hydro-jets  8
Back/neck massage 4 4 4

Lumbar hydromassage 4 4 4
Shiatsu hydromassage 8 8

Shower Cascade (1)
Cold Shower Cascade
Raindrop shower head

Nebulization
Bagno-turco programmabile

Aromatherapy

Features
Thermostatic mixer

Audio system (radio+MP3/USB)
Touch screen display

Cromodream®

Hand held shower + sliding rod
Toiletry holder

Roof
Electronic descaling system

Alarm
Adjustable seat (black or white)  removable  Integrated  Integrated

Duckboard (black or white)

Standard Optional Standard depending on the chosen fi ttingsJets
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